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Studies: Brief Notices

brief notices
catching the vision working
together to create a millennial
ward by william G dyer
bookcraft 1993

writing from his experiences
as a husband father bishop high
councilor general sunday school
board member and stake president the author adds his expertise as a professional sociologist to
this serious look at what it would
take to prepare the saints their
families and their wards for millennial living
dyer asks readers to consider the
questions can the millennium begin if the saints are not prepared to
live a millennial law x and what
will our own wards and stakes look
like and how will they function if
we are seriously dealing with the
question of becoming a prepared
people xi
he then presents a model through
the fictional bishop george pratt
Plains ville second ward
and his plainsville
the bishop and the members of his
ward may not exist in reality but
what happens to them transpires
in almost every ward and branch in
the church the fresh approaches
to problems and the discovery of
solutions to common challenges
are stimulating insightful and
even touching
dyer begins with a newly called
bishops development as he attains
a vision of his calling and deepens
his personal commitment and with

his efforts to enlist the support
of his wife and family his counselors and ward leaders and eventually the members of his ward
each chapter presents a principle
such as developing stewardship
managing diversity dealing with
repentance and forgiveness managing interpersonal conflicts controlling competition or meeting

adversity these principles are
then taught through realistic and
thoughtful narratives which reflect
the kinds of experiences nearly all
members face sooner or later in
their wards A final discussion follows each narrative summarizing
and analyzing the experiences of
the fictional ward members and
providing practical conclusions
catching the vision has many
workable ideas for the perfecting
of the saints through callings afforded in wards striving to be a
zion community it is enjoyable
reading and well worth the investment of a few hours
kathryn C gardner

historical dictionary of mormonism by davis bitton scarecrow
press 1994

while one of the greatest
strengths of mormonism is its missionary program many public
libraries lack objective and concise information for the curious
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volume closes with three appendixes a chronological listing of
church presidents another of comcontent some of them subtly pleted temples and an interestso and are therefore very confus- ing selection of famous quotes
ing for a seeker looking for a bal- ranging from joseph smith to
anced view of a new religion this chieko okazaki
any weaknesses in the volume
information gap is exactly what
the historical dictionary of mor- are minor such as the choice of a
monism fills best its small size is few photographs that are too dark
much less intimidating that the to be satisfactory without reservafour volume encyclopedia of mor- tion 1I recommend the historical
monism new york macmillan dictionary ofmormonism
of Mormonism to mem1992 and its price is more afford- bers of the church and encourage
able for public libraries
them in the interest of missionary
davis bitton has done a great work and providing correct inforservice by providing an introduc- mation for investigators to recomtion to the history of the church mend or donate Bit
bittons
tons book to
bittens
and to its leaders and activities their local libraries
throughout the world an initial
gary gillum
perusal of the volume may indicate
that the articles are similar to those
in the encyclopedia however bitlife by truman R
ton presents the information from the radiant lne
a fresh perspective consistent with madsen bookcraft 1994
his lifelong ability to communicate
madsen a master teacher seeks
clearly and concisely whatever the
topic his explanation of the moun- here to lead saints to a fuller spiritain meadows massacre the united tual life to stir in them a new attiorder and the utah period of the tude about their thoughts and
church are the finest summaries actions this work is similar in
ive seen anywhere and the arti- style to his book the highest in Us
bookcraft 1978 both are incles on feminism and the roles of
Bit
women exemplify bittens
bittons
tons clear tended for general readership and
understanding of current issues in are designed to uplift and inspire
highly readable the book conthe church
A chronology precedes the dic- tains a potent mixture of theory
tionary listings 40 percent of which anecdotes and solid doctrine based
are short biographies of leaders on scripture A chapter on the sabsens
maddens
madsens
and prominent members of the bath draws heavily from Mad
church immediately following knowledge of jewish tradition and
the main body of the book is a fur- from his time spent in the holy
ther hallmark of bittens
Bit
bittons
tons exacting land his discussion on forgiveness
scholarship an excellent bibliog- will prove to be genuinely helpful
raphy representing his years of for those seeking forgiveness as
research in church history the well as those seeking to forgive

investigator concerning the church
all too frequently the only offerings are anti mormon in tone and
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Madsens training in phiwhile madsens
maddens
losophy is evident in the chapter
on light the philosophical theory
is enlightening and not overwhelming in the chapter on human
anguish and divine love madsen
guides readers through the philosophical theories of good and evil
and leaves them with a greater understanding of the mortal experience
Mad
maddens
sens insight into the purmadsens
poses of gospel principles inspires
a respect for his testimony his ability to teach and his knowledge of
the gospel he serves as an example of a radiant life
jennifer hurlbut

crossing the threshold of hope
11
by his holiness john paul II
alfred A knopf 1994

byustudies
BYU studies
muslims are respected for their
devotion to monotheism other
christians are not disparaged
catholicism we are told rejects
nothing that is good and true but
the pope does not agree that everything is equal not for him the
fashionable relativism of the 1990s
buddhism for example he pronounces essentially escapist and
atheistic the popes duty he says
is to proclaim christ

some catholic feminist and
pro abortion groups to judge from
proabortion
their public pronouncements and
demands cannot be happy with
his emphatic answer to questions
about abortion legalization of
abortion is
none other than the authorization given to an adult with the
approval of an established law
to take the lives of children yet
unborn and thus incapable of
defending themselves
it is
not possible to speak of the
right to choose when a clear
moral evil is involved when
what is at stake is the commandment do not kill 205

happy combination of question and answer this book has
been a best seller we get a sense
of informality as vittorio messori
chosen because of his previous
writing and because he is a
the conclusion which provides
believer asks the questions and the title for the book is a discusII answers in words sion of the biblical expression be
john paul 11
intended to be understood
not afraid the power of christs
always articulate the pope cross and resurrection is greater
responds to questions one by one than any evil which man could or
how does the pope pray if god sbouldfear
should rear
fear
reaf 219 the gospel is
exists why is he hiding why so demanding but christ reveals that
many religions the pope often his demands never exceed mans
refers to the declarations of vati- abilities223
abilities 223
II which he defends as a
can 11
although latter day saints will
great gift to the church to all naturally sift and recognize where
those who took part in it to the their answers would agree and
entire human family and to each where they might vary those not
of us individually 157
of the catholic faith can find inspiA spirit of reaching out of dia- ration in the popes words
logue breathes through these pages
davis bitton
A
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thy people shall be my people
7by god my god the 22d
tby
and aby

sperry symposium brigham young university
1993 deseret book 1994

annual sidney

B

1993 sperry symposium
on the old testament thy people
yby
shall be my people and thy
tbt god
my god is also relevant to studies

the

this collection largely written
by the rising generation of LDS
biblical scholars offers clear and
competent treatments of topics
that are of great interest to latter
day saints

christy dunn

pauk
paul
apostle
his life and
the
of the other standard works partestimony the 23d annual sidarly the new testament
ticularly
ticul
outstanding contributions include
terry balls explanations of botanical imagery in isaiah applicable to

ney B sperry symposium
brigham young university 1994
deseret book 1994

the words of jesus jennifer clark
dark
lanes discussion of adoption and
redemption in the old testament
and in pauls writings and dana
pikes work on seals and sealing
thomas valletta discusses the
exodus as a type of the plan of redemp
demption
tion and catherine thomas
provides a spiritual and historical
background for israel in the new
testament through israels provocation in the wilderness frank
judd compares melchizedek to
enoch and both prophets to christ
relevant to hebrews 7 and dale
Eli
elijahs
jahs modem
lebaron connects elijass
day and biblical significance kelly
ogden and donald parry discuss
the testimonies and symbolic prophecies of the ancient prophets about
jesus earthly ministry
more focused on the old testament but still broadly insightful
Stra theams examination
are gaye stratheams
Phara ohs introduction to jehoof pharaohs
vah through sarah and abraham
andrew skinners article on jacob
covenant making and personal
revelation lyman redds
nedds analysis
of aarons consecration and robert matthews discussion of our
heritage from joseph of old

each of the twelve essays compiled from papers given at the
1994 sperry symposium is worth
reading some pieces are homiletic others scholarly all treat
either pauls milieu or his epistles
several using methods of biblical
criticism to elucidate pauls literary
and historical context from their
faithful viewpoints authors refre
freshingly engage questions such
as can pauls epistles be read as a
secondary account of resurrection
eyewitnesses collectively acting as
another gospel R L anderson
yes has new documentary evidence pronounced paul a jewish
heretic hellenistic philosopher or
suigeneris
suf
sui generis christian C W griggs
none of the above pauls documented identities are ambiguous
was the jerusalem council the first
preschil
general conference or a preschis
matic caucus R J matthews
more the latter however the impending crisis was diverted by
leaders diplomatic patience
several articles offer philological critiques interpreting pauls
adoption as redeemed by a kinsman 0 C lane distinguishing
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pauls rhetoric from evil sophistry G L hatch and analyzing
christs emptiness in hebrews
C J ostler
exposition pieces of pauline
doctrines interpreted in comparison with other LDS scripture
include these topics the witness of
the holy ghost R C reeve jr

quotations concerning his character from those who knew him well
give readers a vivid picture of the
man glimpses of joseph smith sr
in a range of settings his home
life his missionary work and his calling as the first patriarch demonstrate his undying faith and devotion
to the gospel of jesus christ

spiritual gifts as signs andor blessings R C freeman pauls major
themes for example justification
and exclusive salvation R L millet the worldwide mission of the

lamar E garrard

Staathearn
theam upright livchurch G St
ing J G scott and beneficial mar-

tyrdom M W middleton
charles randall paul

the father of the prophet stories
and insights from the life of

joseph smith sr by mark L
mcconkie bookcraft 1993

just before his death in egypt
joseph the son of jacob prophesied that from his seed a seer
would be raised up called joseph
and it shall be after the name of his
father OST
JST gen 5033 nephi
repeats this prophecy 2 ne 315
which he likely obtained from the
brass plates with his book the father of the prophet mark mcconkie
captures the spirit of that ancient
prophecy by honoring the seers
father joseph smith sr
the author provides his readers
with a well researched look at this
early saint pointing out that the
foreordination of joseph sr places
him in company with other great
men such as abraham detailed
physical descriptions and colorful
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